Freelance Illustrators/Graphic Designers Who Have Worked on Projects for SEAS

KAZUKO NOMOTO
Professional illustrator who produced the Smart Cities drawing for the Columbia Engineering magazine

Contact Information
Email: nomoco@hotmail.com
She works through a rep:
Aaron Barr
Bernstein & Andriulli
58 W 40th St New York, NY 10018
(212) 220-9157
aaron@ba-reps.com

ANDREW SHEA
Andrew Shea is a graphic designer and illustrator living in New York. He works primarily with schools, businesses, and cultural institutions on projects that involve illustrations and designing websites, branding systems, catalogs and printed material, wayfinding, and motion graphics. He has worked with Jim Hone.

Contact Information
Email: andrew@andrewshea.com
www.andrewshea.com
(586) 306-6323

JESSIE TONG
Jessie Tong is a professional artist with an MFA from the School of Visual Arts. She has created scientific illustrations such as the cover image for the 2013-2014 Columbia Engineering Bulletin as well as a schematic drawing of the Irreversible Mechanical Deformation included in a proposal to the Simons Foundation.

Contact Information
(646) 351-5058
Email: adonia9@yahoo.com